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RPG COMIC BOOK PLAY GUIDE

SPECIAL

How To Roleplay!
You and your friends are sitting around talking
about comic books, ’cause that’s what we do, after all…
You’ve just finished reading Harbinger #21 and
are wondering about Peter Stanchek’s powers. The
key phrase that you’re excitedly debating is from
Peter: “You know … it affects me pretty hard. Every
time I scan someone. The homeless I wipe to keep
rumors of your apparitions from spreading. All those
Foundation members during Harada’s mind squall. Ax
earlier today...”
One of you says, “Y’know, if I was Peter I’d simply
anchor an invisibility shield to Monica Jim. Every time
she leaves the Renegades’ underground lair, Peter’s
psionic energy spikes on. That keeps Monica Jim
hidden while alerting Peter to potential trouble while
she’s out. But this also gives her some leash so the
kid doesn’t go stir crazy.”
Another one of you says, “Nah, nothing in any
of the comics says Peter can anchor his powers,
much less have them kick off subconsciously like
that. That’s going too far.”
And another friend pipes up and says, “Yeah,
I agree. Not to mention that doesn’t solve Peter’s
problem of the psychic weight he’s carrying. If I
was Peter, I would’ve figured out how Harada’s mind
squall worked while it was scrambling all that brain
juice. The comics have shown how fast he adapts,
after all. Then, when he's scanning and erasing
memories, he generates, well, let’s call it a 'mind
bubble.' A subtle pressure of memories spread into
a wide area—a pressure valve relief sorta thing. Kicks
off déjà vu for anyone in a certain radius. But no
one’s really hurt, no alarms sound, and Peter’s not
getting crushed because he’s carrying the weight
of everything.”
A chorus of “Oh … that’s good” flows around the
room. Except for the original guy, who mutters, “I still
like my idea better.”
Who hasn’t enjoyed those thought experiments
as we’ve all put our imaginations to work in great
debates to answer the questions that come out of
reading the best comics? Well, that’s exactly what
Valiant Universe: The Roleplaying Game lets you do.
This is your chance to step in, suit up, and
answer those questions for yourself! How would
you do it?
The following comic pages provide another great
example of how to roleplaying with your friends in
the Valiant Universe.

MEOW

remember,
if you’re out of
plot points, you
start with one...
x-o manowar
casualLy strides
forward, his eyes
afire with grim
determination, preparing
to unleash the helL
that has devastated
entire worlds...
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A STORM IS HERE…BE A PART OF THE ACTION
The Valiant Universe RPG Digital Initiative includes a firestorm of heroic action for your gaming table.
A slew of free PDFs provide additional Events players can experience if they're looking for action from the Unity
or Harbinger Wars comics. And don't forget to share the free Quick-Start Rules with friends!

RPG QUICK START RULES

Featuring

Quick-Start Rules: Play The Events From The Comic Here!

It all starts here: Rules designed to throw you into the action of the Valiant Universe in
minutes, with Events and characters from the Unity series (such as Harada, Ninjak and more) for
several evenings of action-packed adventure. Play out the Events, or give it to a friend!

Bloodshot

Love the rules but want to tackle another part of the Valiant
Universe? This supplemental focuses on Bloodshot and is the first salvo
of several PDFs that cover the hit crossover series Harbinger Wars. Players
can tackle Bloodshot, Headspace and others at their gaming table.

RPG QSR SUPPLEMENTAL

: GENERATION
ZERO

CORPS

:

BLOODSHOT

Another chapter in the Harbinger Wars supplementals, experience
the life of the first psiots. Held in isolation and experimented upon by
Project Rising Spirit, the psiots Cronus, the Telic and others are now free.
What will you unleash upon the world?

Harbinger Foundation

: H.A.R.D.

RPG QSR SUPPLEMENTAL

Generation Zero

Play the ultra-powerful Toyo Harada—the mastermind orchestrating
the Harbinger Wars—or one of his Harbinger Foundation Eggbreakers, and
manipulate events behind the scenes. Via characters and Event Briefs, a
different chapter of this epic crossover event unfolds for you and your friends.

RPG QSR SUPPLEMENTAL

RED: 11 - 100 - 100 - 2

RPG QSR SUPPLEMENTAL

: THE HARBINGER
FOUNDATION

H.A.R.D. Corps

The final chapter in the Valiant Universe RPG Quick-Start Rules
supplementals allows players to tackle Major Palmer, Shakespeare and
others as they come out of retirement and are thrown into the brutal fray.
Las Vegas is caught in the grip of superheroes, villains, megacorps and
secret government organizations vying for dominance. Will you survive?

RPG QUICK START RULES

Another Version of the Quick-Start Rules

Experience the

Think you know everything about the Harbinger Wars? Think again! The Renegades unleashes
Peter Stanchek, Zephyr and more onto your gaming table. These rules are identical to those found
in the Quick-Start Rules: Unity. So depending upon what a player wants to experience, point
them towards those free rules or this free rules set. Either way, it's all about the action at the table!

Available exclusively at

CatalystGameLabs.com/shop
and DriveThruRPG.com.

DO YOU HAVE
WHAT IT TAKES?
AVAILABLE NOW!
The edge between superhero and villain has never
been sharper. In the Valiant Universe RPG, players
will immerse themselves in a dark and gritty world
where every mission and every battle has deadly
consequences. Whether playing X-O Manowar,
Bloodshot, Shadowman or even the all-powerful
Toyo Harada—or any of dozens of characters—
Valiant’s most fearless heroes will unite for the first
time in a roleplaying game, allowing you to join their
stories and create new ones!

ING GAME

LAY
THE ROLEP

Whether you’re a longtime fan or brand new to the
Valiant Universe, this is the only source you’ll need to
bring Valiant’s leading characters to life in a fantastic
superheroes setting!
The Valiant Universe RPG includes:
• Cue System: The rules-light and easy to learn Cue
System allows a novice or un-initiated RPG player to
quickly get inside the head of their superhero and
plunge into the action.
•

Title Exposés: Detailed summaries of all the Valiant
Universe comic titles allow players to easily determine
which part of the universe they want to game in; a
perfect companion to the Valiant Universe Handbook.

•

Character Dossiers & Creation Rules: Along with
ready-to-play missions, superhero and villain character
dossiers will have players in the thick of the action in
no time. Or do you want to create your own superhero
or villain and add it to the Valiant Universe pantheon?
Quick and easy rules give you that freedom!

Catalyst Game Labs publishes exciting, story-driven roleplaying games, tabletop miniatures games, board games,
card games and more. The Valiant Universe RPG is the first
of several games planned to cover the gamut of non-stop
superhero action found within the Valiant Universe.

Additional Material Available Online!
You can download the free quick-start rules PDF
and start gaming now; just use the url below!

WWW.CATALYSTGAMELABS.COM/VALIANT
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